
I recently had to replace the stereo in my car due to the fact that someone felt they
were entitled to it slightly more than I. To try and deter future pilfering of my posses-
sions, I coughed up some extra cash to buy one of those newfangled detachable face mod-
els. I love the concept behind this technology. If I take off the face plate the stereo does-
n't work; end of story. This makes stealing such equipment pointless, or at the very
least not as much fun (but then again staring at a metal and plastic box with wires
sticking out of one end could be very enjoyable to a segment of our
population...probably the same people who tape fishing shows and who the new line
of Chia-animals are marketed toward).      

Imagine the wide application of this technology in todays on-the-go society. Say, for
example, you're a mother of three and you're at the mall with your little darlings:
you want to run into the little glass figurine store, or maybe Frederick's of
Hollywood. Leaving your kids right outside the store would be great...if you didn't
have to worry about some proto-pubescent relocation specialist snatching them the
minute you turn away.      

Now to alleviate you're sleepless nights (and wakeless days), Hell Inc. introduces its
varied line of Child Theft Deterrent accessories (and Personal Pleasure Devices).      

You can have your child fitted with the behavior modification implant...with special
LED screen. One flip of the cleverly hidden switch (choose from Behind-The-Ear, Under-
The-Armpit or the ever popular False- Tooth) and the easily seen LED display lets people
know your child is armed. The different behavior modes available range from Unending
Inane Questions ("Why do you have hair growing in your ears?"), Repeat Song Mode
("Bingo" over, and over, and over), to Hell-Spawn-Projectile-Vomiting-Demon-Child.      

You can shop at ease knowing that little Johnny or Sally will utterly destroy the life of
any would-be kidnapper. In our extensive test marketing research, abductors were eas-
ily located by their obvious facial twitches and Tourettes-like shrieks of, "Stop it!"
,"For the love of God!", and "Kill me. Kill me now." In fact, stolen children were
often returned within half an hour of attempted relocation, fully washed and
well fed. 

For those who can't afford to shell out the cash for this equipment, we offer some inex-
pensive alternatives: detachable face plate and removable limb features. You can choose
from full or partial arm and leg detachments, removable face (the good feature of the
detachable face is they're all interchangeable. Ever wonder what Bobby would look
like as a girl? Just pop his face on Sarah. Easy on, easy off!), and removable jaw.
With these deterrents in place you can rest assured that although you may never see
Timmy again he won't live his life out doing hard labor as a white slave; you still have his
arms and left leg. Just pray he never finds his way onto the illegal and underground
"Human Pinata" circuit.      

Imagine the seedy scene: a dark back room, the light hazy through the smoke, and
there, strung up like a pig in a butcher shop window, is your little baby; and he's loving
every minute of it. With the all pudding diet he's on, he can't feel a thing through the six-
teen inch layer of subcutaneous fat covering his body. The only way he can get food into
the pucker that is his mouth is through a straw and an air-pump.      

Just a round, shapeless monoped, looking like some warped, fleshy tether-ball from
hell.
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“More fun than socks with eyes.”

Warning: this week's GDT does not have the minimum daily requirement of David Hasselhoff or dwarf tossing
references. You must forage elsewhere.



After Dinner Mints
Most ideas that the staff comes up with for GDT just aren't funny or don't have enough umph to become a full page.

We aren't willing to just let those concepts die, though. Think of After Dinner Mints as resurrected GDTs that could have
been.

Here's a little hacking tip for Macintosh owners: How to modify IBM simms to work in a Mac. Let me say right up front
that the modifications I made worked with SE's, but I haven't tested them on other, more advanced Macs. Make these
changes at your own risk.

For those of you that might not know, the only difference
between most IBM and Mac thirty pin simms are the number
of integrated circuits (ICs) on the simm itself. IBM's have nine
chips; Mac's run on eight. Figure 1 shows an unmodified 256K

IBM simm. The modifications I made are
very easy (the most advanced tool you’ll need is a screw driver), and can be done to one meg simms
using the same method.

The first step is to orient yourself to the
simm. Place it so the pins are facing
toward you. The chip to the far right needs
to be pried off. It comes off very easily; just
stick the corner of the screwdriver under
the edge of the chip and pry. See figure 2
for an example.

Once the IC is up, there's a small surface mounted part that was under it (Figure 3). Simply grind
this right off the board.

That's it. Your done. To alter a one meg simm, use the same general method; pry off the chip to the
far right and scrape off any surface mounted part that was under it.

Hope you found this helpful, and remember...if you screw something up, it's not my fault.
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Send submissions and responses to GDT care of STH8884@RITVAX.ISC.RIT.EDU 
or 50 Grace Watson Hall, Rochester, NY 14623

To be placed on an electronic mailing of GDT, contact SMF1225@RITVAX.ISC.RIT.EDU

Wanted:
Supervillian seeks thugs. Must
have prior experience.
Willingness to clean windows a
plus. Prefer jutting jaws, but dis-
figurements accepted. References
required. Contact MET6966@RIT-
VAX. ISC.RIT.EDU for interview.(real joy in driving)

Figure 2: Which IC to pry up

Figure 3: Surface
mount part under
the IC, and once
it’s scraped off.

GDT Fan Club
Back issues, tee-shirts, and other neat stuff.
For information, contact GDT through:

STH8884@RITVAX.ISC. RIT.EDU 
or
50 Grace Watson Hall
Rochester NY, 14623

Figure 1:Unmodified simm


